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SOME MODIFICATIONS OF SOBOLEV SPACES 
AND NON-LINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
A. Kufner, Praha 
This paper deals with applications of two types of function 
spaces of Sobolev type to (generally non-linear) elliptic partial 
differential equations. Especially, the following spaces are consi-
dered: 
(i) A n i s o t r o p i c Sobolev spaces denoted by 
W E , PUL) ; 
(ii) Sobolev w e i g h t spaces denoted by 
Wk,p(lL; tf) . 
Here St is a bounded domain in the Euclidean space R with a 
boundary 2_fl which can be locally described by Lipschitzian 
functions and p is a real number, p > 1 . The spaces under con-
sideration are defined as- follows: 
(i) The space W ,P(_Q.) with E an arbitrary but fixed 
set of N-dimensional multiindices is defined as the set of all 
functions u € L- - n (-OL) such that their distributional deriva-1 ,loc 
tives D u with <& e E belong to the space Lrj(_Q_) . The space 
h sj W '-̂ (JT) is a separable reflexive Banac pace under the norm 
І | U І | E , P = ( Z _ J V U < X > I P <--) 
oc e E Si 
provided the multiindex set E contains the zero multiindex 9 = 
= (0,0,...,0) . 
(ii) The space W
 ,P
(_Q; <o) with k a positive integer 
and <T = <o (x) an almost everywhere positive function defined on 
_Q. (and called the w e i g h t function) is defined as the set 
of all functions u £ L., ioc(-^-) such that their distributional 
derivatives D^u of order |*,[ £ k ( eO denotes the usual N-di-
mensional multiindex, |-</| its length) have the property 
J |D*u(x)|p (T(x) dx < *o 
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for all cO with \<>6\ <. k . The space W 'p(n;cr) is a separa-
ble reflexive Banach space under the norm 
l u " k f P i r
 = ( ^ — / l ^ ( x ) l P ^ ( x ) d x / / P • 
\«\ a k JI 
The aim of this paper is to extend some results concerning 
the solvability of linear partial differential equations in the 
above mentioned spaces and in some cases the uniqueness of the so-
lution (which is treated in the w e a k sense here) also to the 
case of n o n - l i n e a r partial differential equations. 
1. Anisotropic Sobolev spaces 
1*1. In [l], S. M. NIKOL'SKII investigated linear partial diffe-
rential equations on _fl of the form 
(D y (-1)' D*(a (x) D"U(X) ) = f(x) , x eil, 
* *Cr f* 
«t,/36E 
where E is a given set of N-dimensional multiindices and aô /-f(x) 
are given functions from L^ (H) . Provided that the differential 
operator on the left-hand side in (1) isx conditionally elliptic 
which means that a constant c > 0 exists such that 
Z **fi™hffl = co 21 I// 
for all x € _Q and / € R , the concept of the weak solution 
of a boundary value problem for (1) can be introduced to be a cer-
"P P 
tain function u 6 W ' (SO - and existence theorems can be proved. 
1.2. Remark. Equations of the form (1) occur in applications. E. 
g., the fourth order equations appear in elasticity, namely, in 
the theory of plates. Analogous problems are often formulated also 
in terms of non-linear equations. 
1.3» Here, we shall deal with n o n - l i n e a r analoga of 
the equation (1), i.e. with equations of the form 
(2) 2_(-1)*{I)\(x; <TEu(x) ) = f(x) , x e II. 
<o e E 
The symbol O-gU denotes the vector function 
{D^u ; ft € E] ; 
let us denote by *C-(E) the number of components of this vector 
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and assume that the "coefficients" a^x; /) in the equation (2) 
are defined for x 6 _f__ and / = {/ J e R * ' , satisfy the 
Caratheodory condition and the growth conditions 
(3) la^xsj)! _g^(x) + c^ Z L 1 ^ ' 
with p > 1 for o ^ 6 E , x € _Q» , f € R ^ E ^ and with cons-
tants c . > 0 and functions g € L (_fl) , q = p/(p-1) . 
00 06 q 
1.4. The multiindex set E and the parameter p in (3) allow 
now to introduce the (anisotropic) space W ,P(_Q_) . Before defi-
ning the weak solution of a boundary value problem for the equa-
tion (3), let us summarize various assumptions and notions: 
1»3» Assumptions. (I) Let us assume that the set E fulfils the 
following conditions: 
(i) E is a convex set; 
(ii) if /3 cT E and ^ is such a multiindex that ?- £ /? 
(i.e., 7_ ^/*i f o r - = 1,-.-,N) then j . e E , too. 
(II) Let us introduce the space 
wE'p(n) 
as the closure of the space C^°( Jl) of infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support in SL with respect to the norm 
'I • L , and a space V such that 
>P WE'P(_Q.) C V CWE'p(il) ; 
E T) 
both space WQ'^(0.) and V are again normed by the expression 
(III) Let us introduce a Banach space Q such 
that V C Q , a constant c- exists with 
||v|L < Cjllvll-- for every v 6 V , 
and CQ (SI) is dense in V . 
(IV) Let a function <-* € WE'P(_Q.) and func-
tionals f e Q* and g € V*" be given such that 
(4) < g , v > = 0 for v 6WE'p(il) . 
1.6. Definition. Let the coefficients a^ from (2) fulfil the 
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growth conditions (3) and let the assumptions (I) - (IV) from 1.5 
be satisfied. A function u e W '^(Jl) is said to be a weak solu-
tion of the boundary value problem for the equation (2) - we shall 
denote this boundary value problem by ({a^] ; W ,p(/l); V,Q ) -
if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) u - cf e V , 
(ii) the identity 
(5) ]>~_ /afl0(x; JEu(x)) D°
6v(x) dx = < f , v > + < g , v > 
c(/ 6. E H 
holds for every v e V . 
1.7* Notation. Let B be a subset of E such that 
(i) E is the convex hull of B (J Q ; 
(1) (ii) for every /3 e E - B there exist multiindices ^ ', 
..., cC( ' £ B such that 
/I <<6(i) , P± < co[^ for i = 1,...,N . 
Such a set B is called a complete basis of E . 
Let us write 
ajx; J ) = ao6(x; OJ, £) 
dC ( E—B) where cu e R K ' corresponds to the elements of E - B and 
^ 6 R corresponds to the elements of B , i.e. 
a^x; o~Eu(x)) = a^(x; (TE_Bu(x) , /"Bu(x)) . 
Now, we are able to formulate the following existence theorem: 
1.8. Theorem. Let the assumptions of Definition 1.6 be fulfilled. 
Further, let the coefficients a fulfil the monotonicity condi-
tion 
<6> 2 L ( a J x ; w ' ^ } *a ^'>">^(h-w °̂ 
«>6B 
for every oo e R ^ E - B ) a n d f , i e R <*•(£) . the condition 
Z_4*,(x;J) 
(7) -> oo if y IJJ -» oo 
< ^ e E <*• e E 
and the coerciveness condition 
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(8) x _ W x ? J ) ^ci Z_ i^ ' - c 
P 
°2 
cü Є E ít/ЄE 
ðC(E) for every J € R ^ ^ ^ with c, :> 0 , c2 £ 0 . 
Then there exists at least one weak solution u e W ,p(_fl) 
of the boundary value problem ({a^} ; WE,P(J1); V,Q ) . 
P r o o f : We use the Leray-Lions theory concerning general equa-
tions in monotone operators (see [2J) and the properties of the 
anisotropic Sobolev spaces- W '^(/l) developed in [3J-
Let us define an operator A(u,v) on V * V by 
A(u,v) = A^UjV) + A2(u) , 
where 
<A1(u,v),w>= y Ja^tx; <rE_B(v(x)
 + T*(X)), <3B(U(X) + 
<ceB """ + y(x))) L^w(x) dx , 
<A2(u),w>= y /a-c(x; ^E(u(x) + /(x))) D^w(x) dx 
^eE-B n 
for w e V , and let the operator Jt on V be defined by 
t/i(u) = A(u,u) . 
The growth conditions (3) imply that A maps V x V into V* 
and that A is bounded. Prom conditions (6) and (7) and from the 
compactness of the imbedding 
wE'p(_d) 5 WE"B+^(Jl) 
proved in [3 J it follows that the operator Jt is pseudomonotone 
(in the sense of \_2~\, Chap. 2, Prop. 2.6). The coerciveness condi-
tion (8) implies that /^ is coercive. Therefore, the equation 
JLw = P 
has at least one solution w £ V for every P € V by []2j, Chap. 
2, Theorem 2.7. 
Since the identity (5) can be rewritten as 
<cA(u - y), v > = <F, v > 
with <P,v>=<-f-v> + <g,v> , we conclude that the element 
u = w + y € W E' P(n) 
is a weak solution of the boundary value problem (fa^j ; W '^(J7); 
V,Q ). 
1.9. Remark. It is also possible to introduce a "variational for-
mulation" of the boundary value problem ({a^j ; W '^(J7); V,Q): 
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assuming in addition that the coefficients a^ are symmetric in 
the following sense: 
^ a ^ â  
_ _ , _ _ f o r t , f t e t 
in the sense of distributions in / € R v ' for almost every 
x £ J"L, we can show that the functional 
$(v) = c/( X L /
a^ ( x ; t *E v ( x ) + ^E ̂ ( x ) ) D06v(x)dx)dt 
o (teE n 
- <f,v>- <g,v> 
defined on. V attains (under the assumptions of Theorem 2.4) its 
minimum on V at a certain "point" u and that this element u 
^ o o determines the weak solution u of the boundary value problem 
(fa^J ; WE'P(H); V,Q): it is u = uQ + f • 
1.10. At the first sight, it is not clear how the boundary value 
problem ({a^ } ; W ,p(/l); V,Q) is to be interpreted, i.e., to 
which "classical" boundary value problem it corresponds. Therefore 
we shall give here one example which illustrates the difference be-
tween the isotropic and anisotropic cases: 
If the set E is defined "by 
E = [oG ; |oC| < k } 
with k a positive integer, then the corresponding space W ,p(fl) 
is the "usual" Sobolev space W 'P(J1) . In this case, the choice 
V = wg'p(_Q) (i.e., V = wJ'P(il) ) 
corresponds to the Dirichlet problem for the equation (2). Now, let 
us show what the Dirichlet problem means in the a n i s o t r o -
p i c case. 
1.11. Example. Let N = 2 , let _Q_ be "the square 3°>1E * !]0'1E 
and E the set (_(2,0), (1,1), (1,0), (0,1), (0,0)} . The equation 
(2) then assumes the form 
^2 ^2 
( 9 ) T?a(2,o) (x'y5 *EU) + 7 7 ^ 7 a ( i . i ) ( x ' y ; ^ u ) -
- — a(1,0)(x'y; V 5 " -J- a(0,1)(x'y5 ^E u ) + 
+ a(Q Q)(x,y; <fEu) = f(x,y) 
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where cLu = ] 7? , r— , — — , — - , u f . Let us choose 
V = WQ,p(il) , Q = Lr(_Q) with a suitable value r , y = 0 
(which corresponds to homogeneous "boundary conditions) and let fe 
e Q*" be defined by the function f(x,y) in (9); in view of the 
choice of V and of the condition (4), it is not necessary to 
choose g . If the smoothness of the weak solution and of the data 
of our boundary value problem allow to introduce the concept of a 
classical solution, then it can be shown that the "abstract" boun-
dary value problem ({a^J ; W 'p(_i"l); V,Q) corresponds to the fol-
lowing "Dirichlet problem for the equation (9)" : The solution u 
has to satisfy equation (9) on _Q_ and the following boundary 
conditions on 3 iT : 
ui = 0 , -2aI = 0 , - ^ l = 0 
^.o. ax'aji ^y r 
where f is the part of Sil described by the conditions -[x = 0 
or x = 1 } . In other words., the "Dirichlet problem" (with homoge-
neous boundary conditions) means that u = 0 on the whole boundary 
9_fL while the normal derivative --r-~ = 0 only on P and no 
o n —"~ 
values for -g-̂ - are prescribed on hfl - P • 
For a comparison, let us note that if we add the multiindex 
(0,2) to the set E , we obtain the space W ,P(J1) and the boun-
dary conditions corresponding to the Dirichlet problem for this 
choice of multiindices are the usual ones: 
u = 0 and — — = 0 on the whole boundary v/1 . 
^n 
2. Sobolev weight spaces 
2.1. Spaces of this type are useful for the investigation of uni-
formly elliptic as well as degenerate elliptic equations. In the 
case of a degenerate equation, the weight function <T is pres-
cribed by the degeneration; in the case of a uniformly elliptic 
equation, the application of a Sobolev weight space is motivated 
by the desire of having a possibility of extending the class of 
solvable boundary value problems, e.g., by extending the class of 
adjnissible right-hand sides of the equation or the class of boun-
dary conditions. 
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We shall deal here with the latter case. Then the question 
arises for what type of weight functions one can obtain assertions 
about existence and uniqueness of a (weak) solution of a boundary 
value problem for an equation of order 2k in the space 
W '^Cn.; 6") . This question was partially answered by some authors 
in the case of l i n e a r differential equations (i.e., p = 2 ) 
and of the D i r i c h l e t problem and the m i x e d problem: 
In [4j, [5j, [6j weight functions of the type 
(10) <T(x) = [dist (x,M)]e 
with M C S-fl. and £ a real number were investigated and it was 
shown that there exist positive numbers c, , c2 such that if 
-c1 <f £ <C
 co "tnen the Dirichlet problem (or the mixed problem) 
k 2 
is uniquely solvable in the space W ' (_Q_; <T) with weight func-
tions <T from (10).. Further, in \jj~] weight functions of the type 
(11) (T(x) = s(dist (x,M)) 
with s = s(t) defined for t ̂  0 were investigated and condi-
tions on s were given which guarantee again the existence and 
uniqueness of the solution of the (linear) Dirichlet problem in 
the space Wk'2(_Q; 6") . 
2.2. Here, we shall deal with n o n - l i n e a r equations of 
the type 
(12) y (-p'^VaJx; <fku(x)) = f(x) , x e JT , 
Inl-
and with weight functions of the type (10). The symbol <Tu de-
notes the vector function 
{D̂ u; |/3|<k}, 
9̂  is the number of components of this vector and it is assumed 
that the "coefficients" a (x; / ) in the equation (3) are defined 
for x £ Ji and j 6 R*' , satisfy the Caratheodory condition, 
the growth conditions 
(13) la^Cx;/)! <C-6(1 + y ljJ
P~1) 
l/?l<k 
for Ic6|<k, *• € TL 9 f € R36 with constants c > 0 , the 
monotonicity condition 
(H) J^ia^if) -a^;^))(^-^) >0 
Ul^k 
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for every choice of .J > ^ e R96 , / 7- ^ , and the coerciveness 
condition 
OS) X_/**«,<*'/> ^ ^ J i / * ^[f/-C3 
k l S k |/2l=k 
for every y e R*" with constants c., > 0, c2 > 0, c-, _: 0 . 
2.3* In the following, we shall investigate the D i r i c h l e t 
problem only; therefore it is necessary to introduce the space 
wg'p(/_; <tr) 
as the closure of the space CQ (_Q_) with respect to the norm 
.ML _ _ . - Further, we shall consider weight functions (T of 
K,p,& 
the type (10) where M is a subset of the boundary dfl (usually 
it is M = 3_1 or M = {xQ } with xQ e SiT )• 
2.4* Definition. Let y be a given function from W ,p(_r_;6") -
f a given functional from the dual space (WQ'
P(_(_; cO)*" . A func-
tion u 6 W 'P(I_; <T ) is said to be a weak solution of the Diri-
chlet problem for the equation (12) if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
d) u - r e w£'p(_a;<n , 
( i i ) the i d e n t i t y 
(16) y~ J a^Cx ; <Tku(x))D
c6v(x)dx = < f , v > 
k l _ k n. 
holds for every v 6 CQ (_7_) . 
Now we are able to formulate the following existence and uni-
queness theorem: 
2.3. Theorem. Let the assumptions in 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 be fulfilled. 
Then there are positive numbers d., dp such that if We consider 
the space W 'p(_f_; $) where (f is a weight function of the type 
(10) with £ € J~d-p<lp_ , then there exists one and only one weak 
solution u €W 'P(_Q; 6) of the Dirichlet problem for the equa-
tion (12). Further, a constant c >• 0 exists such that 
l»-k.p,-r ^c(ll?lllc,p,e
 + W ' 
P r o o f : Analogously as in the proof of Theorem 1.8, we use the 
Leray-Lions theory (see [2j) and the properties of the Sobolev weight 
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Xr T. 
spaces W ,p(il; c) with weights of the type (10) (see e.g. [4], 
[8]): If we define the operator A on V = W Q , P ( J 2 ; G) by 
<Au,w > = y~ J a^x; <fk(u(x) + <f(x)) )D°w(x)dx 
oC £ k SI 
for w 6 CQ (ft) , then the growth, monotonicity and coerciveness 
conditions (13), (14) and (15)- imply that A is a bounded, hemi-
continuous, monotone and coercive operator from V into V* . 
Therefore, the equation 
Aw = f 
.v_ 
has one and only one solution w e V for every f 6 V by [2], 
Chap. 2, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2. Consequently, the element u = 
w + </> e W ,p(_fL; G) is the (unique) weak solution of the Dirichlet 
problem. 
2.6. Remark. The foregoing theorem states only the existence of 
admissible values & such that the Dirichlet problem is uniquely 
k D 
solvable in the space W 9*(SL; 6) with <o of the type (1) with-
out explicit bounds for these values of £, . A computation of the 
values d.., dp which determine the admissible interval l - d . p d p C 
for £ shows that they depend mainly on the geometrical properties 
of 3_Q. , more precisely on the properties of the subset M C 311 
(of course, in addition to their dependence on the other data of 
the boundary value problem). 
In the conclusion, it should be noted that the results of 
Section 1 were obtained together with J. RiKOSTTIK. 
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